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īǞŒʉ ǩɻ Œ Ǌȴȴƌ ƌƟƁǩɻǩȴȣ ŷȴʞȣƌŒɫˈ

의사결정은 경계의데이터 ࣯ʌʯɱɱɄɼʚ ˙ƨƉʚɄɼʌࣱ에의해서결정됨widest possible street (represented by the parallel dashed lines) between the classes.
This is called large margin classi!cation.

Figure 5-1. Large margin classi!cation

Notice that adding more training instances “off the street” will not affect the decision
boundary at all: it is fully determined (or “supported”) by the instances located on the
edge of the street. These instances are called the support vectors (they are circled in
Figure 5-1).

SVMs are sensitive to the feature scales, as you can see in
Figure 5-2: on the left plot, the vertical scale is much larger than the
horizontal scale, so the widest possible street is close to horizontal.
After feature scaling (e.g., using Scikit-Learn’s StandardScaler), 
the decision boundary looks much better (on the right plot).

Figure 5-2. Sensitivity to feature scales

Soft Margin Classi!cation
If we strictly impose that all instances be off the street and on the right side, this is
called hard margin classi!cation. There are two main issues with hard margin classifi!
cation. First, it only works if the data is linearly separable, and second it is quite sensi!
tive to outliers. Figure 5-3 shows the iris dataset with just one additional outlier: on
the left, it is impossible to find a hard margin, and on the right the decision boundary
ends up very different from the one we saw in Figure 5-1 without the outlier, and it
will probably not generalize as well.

156 | Chapter 5: Support Vector Machines
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oŒɫƌ ȝŒɫǊǩȣ ʻɻ ɻȴǇʉ ȝŒɫǊǩȣ

pŗɼƕ ȭŗɼǖǶȳ ƉțŗʌʌǶ̇ƉŗʚǶɄȳ ࣯ǫŗɼƕࣽóĬ¡ࣱ

 모든데이터들이 ȭŗɼǖǶȳ밖에위치하도록 ſɄʯȳƕŗɼ˦를설정

 데이터가선형적으로분리가능 ࣯țǶȳƨŗɼț˦ ʌƨɱŗɼŗſțƨࣱ할 때만적용가능

 ɄʯʚțǶƨɼ에매우민감

óɄǒʚ ȭŗɼǖǶȳ ƉțŗʌʌǶ̇ƉŗʚǶɄȳ ࣯ʌɄǒʚࣽóĬ¡ࣱ

 ȭŗɼǖǶȳ을 가능한넓게하면서도 ȭŗɼǖǶȳ안쪽으로들어오는것을 허용

 ǫ˦ɱƨɼɱŗɼŗȭƨʚƨɼ ,ࣘ 클수록좁아짐 ࣯엄격ࣱࣗ작을수록넓어짐 ࣯위반허용ࣱ
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Figure 5-3. Hard margin sensitivity to outliers

To avoid these issues it is preferable to use a more flexible model. The objective is to
find a good balance between keeping the street as large as possible and limiting the
margin violations (i.e., instances that end up in the middle of the street or even on the
wrong side). This is called so" margin classi!cation.

In Scikit-Learn’s SVM classes, you can control this balance using the C hyperparame!
ter: a smaller C value leads to a wider street but more margin violations. Figure 5-4
shows the decision boundaries and margins of two soft margin SVM classifiers on a
nonlinearly separable dataset. On the left, using a low C value the margin is quite
large, but many instances end up on the street. On the right, using a high C value the
classifier makes fewer margin violations but ends up with a smaller margin. However,
it seems likely that the first classifier will generalize better: in fact even on this train!
ing set it makes fewer prediction errors, since most of the margin violations are
actually on the correct side of the decision boundary.

Figure 5-4. Large margin (le") versus fewer margin violations (right)

If your SVM model is overfitting, you can try regularizing it by
reducing C.

The following Scikit-Learn code loads the iris dataset, scales the features, and then
trains a linear SVM model (using the LinearSVC class with C = 1 and the hinge loss
function, described shortly) to detect Iris-Virginica flowers. The resulting model is
represented on the left of Figure 5-4.

Linear SVM Classi!cation | 157
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� ŷɫǩƟǇ Ǟǩɻʉȴɫˈ ȴǇ ðĨ�

 óĬ¡은 년 $Ʉʌƨɼࣗ eʯ˦Ʉȳ ŗȳƕ ĬŗɱȳǶȕ에의해서소개됨

 óʚŗʚǶʌʚǶƉŗț �ƨŗɼȳǶȳǖ ÿǫƨɄɼ˦에이론적바탕을둔알고리즘 ࣯ĬŗɱȳǶȕ 
,ǫƨɼ˙ɄȳƨȳȕǶʌࣱ

 손글씨숫자인식에서뛰어난성능을보이면서널리 쓰이게 됨

 óĬ¡으로  ࣖ ÿƨʌʚ ƨɼɼɄɼ ɼŗʚƨ !신중히설계된신경망과맞먹음

 실용적으로우수한성능

 $ǶɄǶȳǑɄɼȭŗʚǶƉʌࣗ ʚƨ˥ʚࣗ Ƕȭŗǖƨ ɼƨƉɄǖȳǶʚǶɄȳ등을포함한 많은성공사례

 선형ࣩ비선형분류 뿐아니라회귀, ɄʯʚțǶƨɼ ƕƨʚƨƉʚǶɄȳ도수행

 복잡한소규모ࣩ중규모데이터셋의분류에특히잘맞음

 �ƨɼȳƨț방법을 사용하는대표적알고리즘

 �ǶſțǶȳƨŗɼ  țǶſʌ˙ȭࣘ óƉǶȕǶʚࣽ�ƨŗɼȳ에서 țǶſțǶȳƨŗɼ및 țǶſʌ˙ȭ을사용
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�Œˇǩȝʞȝ ȝŒɫǊǩȣ ƁȋŒɻɻǩ˨Ɵɫ

İƨ ſƨǖǶȳ Ʉʯɼ ƕǶʌƉʯʌʌǶɄȳ ɄǑ ʌʯɱɱɄɼʚ ˙ƨƉʚɄɼ ȭŗƉǫǶȳƨʌ ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ʚ˝ɄࣽƉțŗʌʌ
ƉțŗʌʌǶ̇ƉŗʚǶɄȳ ɱɼɄſțƨȭ ʯʌǶȳǖ țǶȳƨŗɼ ȭɄƕƨțʌ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ǑɄɼȭ

ˁ(t) = ró!(t) + Ŷ ࣱ࣯

˝ǫƨɼƨ !(t) ƕƨȳɄʚƨʌ ŗ ̇˥ƨƕ ǑƨŗʚʯɼƨࣽʌɱŗƉƨ ʚɼŗȳʌǑɄɼȭŗʚǶɄȳࣗ ŗȳƕ ˝ƨ
ǫŗ˙ƨ ȭŗƕƨ ʚǫƨ ſǶŗʌ ɱŗɼŗȭƨʚƨɼ Ŷ ƨ˥ɱțǶƉǶʚࣖ

ÿǫƨ ʚɼŗǶȳǶȳǖ ƕŗʚŗ ʌƨʚ ƉɄȭɱɼǶʌƨʌ   Ƕȳɱʯʚ ˙ƨƉʚɄɼʌ t1, t2, ..., t ࣗ ˝Ƕʚǫ
ƉɄɼɼƨʌɱɄȳƕǶȳǖ ʚŗɼǖƨʚ ˙ŗțʯƨʌ ʂ1, ʂ2, ..., ʂ  ˝ǫƨɼƨ ʂȠ ! {"1, 1}ࣗ ŗȳƕ ȳƨ˝
ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ t ŗɼƨ ƉțŗʌʌǶ̇ƨƕ ŗƉƉɄɼƕǶȳǖ ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ʌǶǖȳ ɄǑ ˁ(t)
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�Œˇǩȝʞȝ ȝŒɫǊǩȣ ƁȋŒɻɻǩ˨Ɵɫ

İƨ ʌǫŗțț ŗʌʌʯȭƨ ʚǫŗʚ ʚǫƨ ʚɼŗǶȳǶȳǖ ƕŗʚŗ ʌƨʚ Ƕʌ țǶȳƨŗɼț˦ ʌƨɱŗɼŗſțƨ Ƕȳ
Ǒƨŗʚʯɼƨ ʌɱŗƉƨࣗ ʌɄ ʚǫŗʚ ſ˦ ƕƨ̇ȳǶʚǶɄȳ ʚǫƨɼƨ ƨ˥Ƕʌʚʌ ŗʚ țƨŗʌʚ Ʉȳƨ ƉǫɄǶƉƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨ ɱŗɼŗȭƨʚƨɼʌ r ŗȳƕ Ŷ ʌʯƉǫ ʚǫŗʚ ŗ ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ ʌŗʚǶʌ̇ƨʌ ˁ(tȠ) > 0 ǑɄɼ
ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ǫŗ˙Ƕȳǖ ʂȠ = +1 ŗȳƕ ˁ(tȠ) < 0 ǑɄɼ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ǫŗ˙Ƕȳǖ ʂȠ = "1ࣗ ʌɄ
ʚǫŗʚ ʂȠˁ(tȠ) > 0 ǑɄɼ ŗțț ʚɼŗǶȳǶȳǖ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌࣖ
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�Œˇǩȝʞȝ ȝŒɫǊǩȣ ƁȋŒɻɻǩ˨Ɵɫࡩ ȴɠʉǩȝŒȋǩʉˈ ƁɫǩʉƟɫǩȴȣ

ÿǫʯʌ ʚǫƨ ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨ ɄǑ ŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ tȠ ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ƕƨƉǶʌǶɄȳ ʌʯɼǑŗƉƨ Ƕʌ ǖǶ˙ƨȳ ſ˦

ʂȠˁ(tȠ)
#r# =

ʂȠ(ró!(tȠ) + Ŷ)
#r# . ࣱ࣯

ÿǫƨ ȭŗɼǖǶȳ Ƕʌ ǖǶ˙ƨȳ ſ˦ ʚǫƨ ɱƨɼɱƨȳƕǶƉʯțŗɼ ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨ ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ƉțɄʌƨʌʚ
ɱɄǶȳʚ tȠ ǑɼɄȭ ʚǫƨ ƕŗʚŗ ʌƨʚࣗ ŗȳƕ ˝ƨ ˝Ƕʌǫ ʚɄ ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ƨ ʚǫƨ ɱŗɼŗȭƨʚƨɼʌ r
ŗȳƕ Ŷ Ƕȳ Ʉɼƕƨɼ ʚɄ ȭŗ˥ǶȭǶ˲ƨ ʚǫǶʌ ƕǶʌʚŗȳƉƨࣖ ÿǫʯʌ ʚǫƨ ȭŗ˥Ƕȭʯȭ ȭŗɼǖǶȳ
ʌɄțʯʚǶɄȳ Ƕʌ ǑɄʯȳƕ ſ˦ ʌɄț˙Ƕȳǖ

�`; K�t
r,Ŷ

!
1

#r# KBM[ʂȠ(ró!(tȠ) + Ŷ)]
"

ࣱ࣯

˝ǫƨɼƨ ˝ƨ ǫŗ˙ƨ ʚŗȕƨȳ ʚǫƨ ǑŗƉʚɄɼ 1/#r# ɄʯʚʌǶƕƨ ʚǫƨ ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ Ʉ˙ƨɼ
Ƞ ſƨƉŗʯʌƨ r ƕɄƨʌ ȳɄʚ ƕƨɱƨȳƕ Ʉȳ Ƞࣖ
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5ʞŒȋ ɠɫȴŷȋƟȝ Ǉȴɫ ƁȴȣʻƟˇ ȴɠʉǩȝǩ˔Œʉǩȴȣ

âɼǶȭŗț ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ ɱɼɄſțƨȭ ǑɄɼ ǫŗɼƕ óĬ¡

ȭŗ˥ǶȭǶ˲ƨ 1

#r# KBM[ʂȠ(ró!(tȠ) + Ŷ)] ࣱ࣯

ʌʯſȍƨƉʚ ʚɄ ʂȠ(ró!(tȠ) + Ŷ) $ 0 ࣱ࣯
ࣱ࣯

EɸʯǶ˙ŗțƨȳʚț ࣗ˦

ȭǶȳǶȭǶ˲ƨ 1

2
#r#2 ࣱ࣯

ʌʯſȍƨƉʚ ʚɄ ʂȠ(ró!(tȠ) + Ŷ) $ 1 ࣱ࣯

6ǶɼƨƉʚ ʌɄțʯʚǶɄȳ ɄǑ ʚǫǶʌ ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ ɱɼɄſțƨȭ ˝Ʉʯțƕ ſƨ ˙ƨɼ˦ ƉɄȭɱțƨ˥ࣗ
ʌɄ ˝ƨ ʌǫŗțț ƉɄȳ˙ƨɼʚ Ƕʚ ǶȳʚɄ ŗȳ ƨɸʯǶ˙ŗțƨȳʚ ɱɼɄſțƨȭ ʚǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ȭʯƉǫ ƨŗʌǶƨɼ
ʚɄ ʌɄț˙ƨࣖ
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�ŒǊɫŒȣǊǩŒȣ ǇʞȣƁʉǩȴȣ ʿǩʉǞ ƁȴȣɻʉɫŒǩȣʉ

yȳ Ʉɼƕƨɼ ʚɄ ʌɄț˙ƨ ʚǫǶʌ ƉɄȳʌʚɼŗǶȳƨƕ ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ ɱɼɄſțƨȭࣗ ˝ƨ
ǶȳʚɼɄƕʯƉƨ �ŗǖɼŗȳǖƨ ȭʯțʚǶɱțǶƨɼʌ ŒȠ $ 0ࣗ ˝Ƕʚǫ Ʉȳƨ ȭʯțʚǶɱțǶƨɼ ŒȠ ǑɄɼ
ƨŗƉǫ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ƉɄȳʌʚɼŗǶȳʚʌࣗ ǖǶ˙Ƕȳǖ ʚǫƨ �ŗǖɼŗȳǖǶŗȳ ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ

�(r,Ŷ, �) = 1

2
#r#2 "

 #

Ƞ=1

ŒȠ{ʂȠ(ró!(tȠ) + Ŷ)" 1} ࣱ࣯

˝ǫƨɼƨ � = (Œ1, ..., Œ )óࣖ ¥Ʉʚƨ ʚǫƨ ȭǶȳʯʌ ʌǶǖȳ Ƕȳ ǑɼɄȳʚ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ �ŗǖɼŗȳǖƨ
ȭʯțʚǶɱțǶƨɼ ʚƨɼȭࣗ ſƨƉŗʯʌƨ ˝ƨ ŗɼƨ ȭǶȳǶȭǶ˲Ƕȳǖ ˝Ƕʚǫ ɼƨʌɱƨƉʚ ʚɄ r ŗȳƕ Ŷࣗ
ŗȳƕ ȭŗ˥ǶȭǶ˲Ƕȳǖ ˝Ƕʚǫ ɼƨʌɱƨƉʚ ʚɄ �ࣖ

óƨʚʚǶȳǖ ʚǫƨ ƕƨɼǶ˙ŗʚǶ˙ƨʌ ɄǑ �(r,Ŷ, �) ˝Ƕʚǫ ɼƨʌɱƨƉʚ ʚɄ r ŗȳƕ Ŷ ƨɸʯŗț ʚɄ
˲ƨɼɄࣗ ˝ƨ ɄſʚŗǶȳ ʚǫƨ ǑɄțțɄ˝Ƕȳǖ ʚ˝Ʉ ƉɄȳƕǶʚǶɄȳʌ

r =
 #

Ƞ=1

ŒȠʂȠ!(tȠ) ࣱ࣯

0 =
 #

Ƞ=1

ŒȠʂȠ ࣱ࣯
ࣩ

•

t.e-sns.ee
一蠢

떙왒 . → •
一一

心蠻
얘는아무역하다

.

→ 썠痂걆뽥



�ŒǊɫŒȣǊǩŒȣ ǇʞȣƁʉǩȴȣ ʿǩʉǞ ƁȴȣɻʉɫŒǩȣʉ

EțǶȭǶȳŗʚǶȳǖ r ŗȳƕ Ŷ ǑɼɄȭ �(r,Ŷ, �) ʯʌǶȳǖ ʚǫƨʌƨ ƉɄȳƕǶʚǶɄȳʌ ʚǫƨȳ ǖǶ˙ƨʌ
ʚǫƨ ƊʗŒȈ ɥƝɛɥƝɵƝȠʂŒʂǦȰȠ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ ȭŗ˥Ƕȭʯȭ ȭŗɼǖǶȳ ɱɼɄſțƨȭ Ƕȳ ˝ǫǶƉǫ
˝ƨ ȭŗ˥ǶȭǶ˲ƨ

�̃(�) =
 #

Ƞ=1

ŒȠ "
1

2

 #

Ƞ=1

 #

Ț=1

ŒȠŒȚʂȠʂȚȂ(tȠ, tȚ) ࣱ࣯

˝Ƕʚǫ ɼƨʌɱƨƉʚ ʚɄ � ʌʯſȍƨƉʚ ʚɄ ʚǫƨ ƉɄȳʌʚɼŗǶȳʚʌ

ŒȠ $ 0, Ƞ = 1, ...,  ࣱ࣯
 #

Ƞ=1

ŒȠʂȠ = 0. ࣱ࣯

pƨɼƨ ʚǫƨ ȕƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ Ƕʌ ƕƨ̇ȳƨƕ ſ˦ Ȃ(t, t!) = !(t)ó!(t!)ࣖ

ࣩ



ßɫƟƌǩƁʉǩȴȣ Ǉȴɫ Œ ȣƟʿ ɻŒȝɠȋƟࡩ ɻʞɠɠȴɫʉ ʻƟƁʉȴɫ ȝŒƁǞǩȣƟ

yȳ Ʉɼƕƨɼ ʚɄ ƉțŗʌʌǶǑ˦ ȳƨ˝ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ʯʌǶȳǖ ʚǫƨ ʚɼŗǶȳƨƕ ȭɄƕƨțࣗ ˝ƨ
ƨ˙ŗțʯŗʚƨ ʚǫƨ ʌǶǖȳ ɄǑ ˁ(t)ࣖ ÿǫǶʌ Ɖŗȳ ſƨ ƨ˥ɱɼƨʌʌƨƕ Ƕȳ ʚƨɼȭʌ ɄǑ ʚǫƨ
ɱŗɼŗȭƨʚƨɼ {ŒȠ} ŗȳƕ ʚǫƨ ȕƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ ſ˦ ʌʯſʌʚǶʚʯʚǶȳǖ ǑɄɼ r ʚɄ ǖǶ˙ƨ

ˁ(t) =
 #

Ƞ=1

ŒȠʂȠȂ(t, tȠ) + Ŷ ࣱ࣯

ࣩ

AK
.

A라는 벡터의 姚薪!!?
시방향으로의 성분

-7k
.

서로들어온입력
.

t k뾾ㆁ
Ya) = 뽚乂竹 a.suMort vector들

= E Antonio tb.io .

따20).

↳ Support vector들하고 내적을함
.
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.
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유사성 비교하는 첵함수
.

Kernel function
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İƨ ʌǫɄ˝ ʚǫŗʚ ŗ ƉɄȳʌʚɼŗǶȳƨƕ ɄɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ ɄǑ ʚǫǶʌ ǑɄɼȭ ʌŗʚǶʌ̇ƨʌ ʚǫƨ
�ŒɥʗɵǛ�ʗǛȠóʗƀȂƝɥ ࣯��ÿࣱ ƉɄȳƕǶʚǶɄȳʌࣗ ˝ǫǶƉǫ Ƕȳ ʚǫǶʌ Ɖŗʌƨ ɼƨɸʯǶɼƨ ʚǫŗʚ
ʚǫƨ ǑɄțțɄ˝Ƕȳǖ ʚǫɼƨƨ ɱɼɄɱƨɼʚǶƨʌ ǫɄțƕ

ŒȠ $ 0 ࣱ࣯
ʂȠˁ(tȠ)" 1 $ 0 ࣱ࣯

ŒȠ{ʂȠˁ(tȠ)" 1} = 0 ࣱ࣯

ÿǫʯʌ ǑɄɼ ƨ˙ƨɼ˦ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚࣗ ƨǶʚǫƨɼ ŒȠ = 0 Ʉɼ ʂȠˁ(tȠ) = 1ࣖ �ȳ˦ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚ
ǑɄɼ ˝ǫǶƉǫ ŒȠ = 0 ˝Ƕțț ȳɄʚ ŗɱɱƨŗɼ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ ʌʯȭ ŗȳƕ ǫƨȳƉƨ ɱțŗ˦ʌ ȳɄ ɼɄțƨ
Ƕȳ ȭŗȕǶȳǖ ɱɼƨƕǶƉʚǶɄȳʌ ǑɄɼ ȳƨ˝ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌࣖ ÿǫƨ ɼƨȭŗǶȳǶȳǖ ƕŗʚŗ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ
ŗɼƨ Ɖŗțțƨƕ ɵʗɛɛȰɥʂ ʴƝƀʂȰɥɵࣗ ŗȳƕ ſƨƉŗʯʌƨ ʚǫƨ˦ ʌŗʚǶʌǑ˦ ʂȠˁ(tȠ) = 1ࣗ ʚǫƨ˦
ƉɄɼɼƨʌɱɄȳƕ ʚɄ ɱɄǶȳʚʌ ʚǫŗʚ țǶƨ Ʉȳ ʚǫƨ ȭŗ˥Ƕȭʯȭ ȭŗɼǖǶȳ ǫ˦ɱƨɼɱțŗȳƨʌ Ƕȳ
Ǒƨŗʚʯɼƨ ʌɱŗƉƨࣖ

ࣩ
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7.1. Maximum Margin Classifiers 327

y = 1
y = 0

y = !1

margin

y = 1

y = 0

y = !1

Figure 7.1 The margin is defined as the perpendicular distance between the decision boundary and the closest
of the data points, as shown on the left figure. Maximizing the margin leads to a particular choice of decision
boundary, as shown on the right. The location of this boundary is determined by a subset of the data points,
known as support vectors, which are indicated by the circles.

having a common parameter !2. Together with the class priors, this defines an opti-
mal misclassification-rate decision boundary. However, instead of using this optimal
boundary, they determine the best hyperplane by minimizing the probability of error
relative to the learned density model. In the limit !2 " 0, the optimal hyperplane
is shown to be the one having maximum margin. The intuition behind this result is
that as !2 is reduced, the hyperplane is increasingly dominated by nearby data points
relative to more distant ones. In the limit, the hyperplane becomes independent of
data points that are not support vectors.

We shall see in Figure 10.13 that marginalization with respect to the prior distri-
bution of the parameters in a Bayesian approach for a simple linearly separable data
set leads to a decision boundary that lies in the middle of the region separating the
data points. The large margin solution has similar behaviour.

Recall from Figure 4.1 that the perpendicular distance of a point x from a hyper-
plane defined by y(x) = 0 where y(x) takes the form (7.1) is given by |y(x)|/#w#.
Furthermore, we are only interested in solutions for which all data points are cor-
rectly classified, so that tny(xn) > 0 for all n. Thus the distance of a point xn to the
decision surface is given by

tny(xn)
#w# =

tn(wT!(xn) + b)
#w# . (7.2)

The margin is given by the perpendicular distance to the closest point xn from the
data set, and we wish to optimize the parameters w and b in order to maximize this
distance. Thus the maximum margin solution is found by solving

arg max
w,b

!
1

#w# min
n

"
tn

#
wT!(xn) + b

$%&
(7.3)

where we have taken the factor 1/#w# outside the optimization over n because w

ࣩ

→ 치환 Mars in 다
.
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7.1. Maximum Margin Classifiers 331

Figure 7.2 Example of synthetic data from
two classes in two dimensions
showing contours of constant
y(x) obtained from a support
vector machine having a Gaus-
sian kernel function. Also shown
are the decision boundary, the
margin boundaries, and the sup-
port vectors.

form (6.23). Although the data set is not linearly separable in the two-dimensional
data space x, it is linearly separable in the nonlinear feature space defined implicitly
by the nonlinear kernel function. Thus the training data points are perfectly separated
in the original data space.

This example also provides a geometrical insight into the origin of sparsity in
the SVM. The maximum margin hyperplane is defined by the location of the support
vectors. Other data points can be moved around freely (so long as they remain out-
side the margin region) without changing the decision boundary, and so the solution
will be independent of such data points.

7.1.1 Overlapping class distributions
So far, we have assumed that the training data points are linearly separable in the

feature space !(x). The resulting support vector machine will give exact separation
of the training data in the original input space x, although the corresponding decision
boundary will be nonlinear. In practice, however, the class-conditional distributions
may overlap, in which case exact separation of the training data can lead to poor
generalization.

We therefore need a way to modify the support vector machine so as to allow
some of the training points to be misclassified. From (7.19) we see that in the case
of separable classes, we implicitly used an error function that gave infinite error
if a data point was misclassified and zero error if it was classified correctly, and
then optimized the model parameters to maximize the margin. We now modify this
approach so that data points are allowed to be on the ‘wrong side’ of the margin
boundary, but with a penalty that increases with the distance from that boundary. For
the subsequent optimization problem, it is convenient to make this penalty a linear
function of this distance. To do this, we introduce slack variables, "n ! 0 where
n = 1, . . . , N , with one slack variable for each training data point (Bennett, 1992;
Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). These are defined by "n = 0 for data points that are on or
inside the correct margin boundary and "n = |tn ! y(xn)| for other points. Thus a
data point that is on the decision boundary y(xn) = 0 will have "n = 1, and points

ࣩ
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�ƟɫȣƟȋ ȝƟʉǞȴƌ

�ƟɫȣƟȋ ǇʞȣƁʉǩȴȣࣘ �ƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ이란어떤 Ǒƨŗʚʯɼƨ ʌɱŗƉƨ에서 Ǒƨŗʚʯɼƨ
의 Ƕȳȳƨɼ ɱɼɄƕʯƉʚ와동등한함수를말함. bƨŗʚʯɼƨ ȭŗɱɱǶȳǖ !(t)에
대한 ȕƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ은다음과같이정의할수있음.

Ȃ(t, t!) = !(t)ó!(t!) ࣱ࣯

ðǩȝǩȋŒɫǩʉˈ: �ƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ Ȃ(t, t!)는 t와 t! 간의 ʌǶȭǶțŗɼǶʚ˦로볼수
있음.

또한 일반적으로 Ǒƨŗʚʯɼƨ ȭŗɱɱǶȳǖ을통한 !(t)ó!(t!)에 비해 Ȃ(t, t!)

의계산이 훨씬간단함. 예를 들어

Ȃ(t, t!) = (1 + tót!)2 ࣱ࣯
!(t) = [ 1 ˀ21

%
2ˀ1ˀ2 ˀ22

%
2ˀ1

%
2ˀ2 ] ࣱ࣯

ࣩ

-

예)
.
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+ȴȣɻʉɫʞƁʉǩȴȣ ȴǇ ȅƟɫȣƟȋ

임의의 ȕƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ대해서 Ȃ(t, t!) = !(t)ó!(t!)가성립하는
Ǒƨŗʚʯɼƨ ȭŗɱɱǶȳǖ이 존재하는지검사하는것은매우까다로움.

�ƟɫƁƟɫࢪɻ ʉǞƟȴɫƟȝ
E˙ƨɼ˦ ɱɄʌǶʚǶ˙ƨ ʌƨȭǶࣽƕƨ̇ȳǶʚƨ ʌ˦ȭȭƨʚɼǶƉ ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ Ƕʌ ŗ ȕƨɼȳƨțࣖ

다음과같이정의되는 eɼŗȭ ȭŗʚɼǶ˥ �가 ɱɄʌǶʚǶ˙ƨ ʌƨȭǶࣽƕƨ̇ȳǶʚƨ
ʌ˦ȭȭƨʚɼǶƉ ȭŗʚɼǶ˥면 ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ Ȃ는 ȕƨɼȳƨț ǑʯȳƉʚǶɄȳ임.

E =

$

%%%%&

Ȃ(t1, t1) Ȃ(t1, t2) · · · Ȃ(t1, t )
Ȃ(t2, t1) Ȃ(t2, t2) · · · Ȃ(t2, t )
...

...
. . .

...
Ȃ(t , t1) Ȃ(t , t2) · · · Ȃ(t , t )

'

(((()
ࣱ࣯

ࣩ

X 안함 .
시험X .
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eŗʯʌʌǶŗȳ é$b ȕƨɼȳƨț

Ȃ(t, t!) = 2tT
*
" #t " t!#2

2"2

+
= 2tT("##t " t!#2) ࣱ࣯

 ȕƨɼȳƨț ˙ŗțʯƨ는 t!가 țŗȳƕȭŗɼȕ t와가까울수록큰값
 # 값이커지는경우 țŗȳƕȭŗɼȕ에서멀어질수록 ȕƨɼȳƨț값이
급격하게작아짐 ঋ영향력의범위가좁아짐

ࣩ
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'

많이쓰는 Kernel
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장점

 강력하고우수한 이론을바탕으로함
 많은블랙박스알고리즘과는대조적으로비교적직관적인해석과
이해가가능

 학습이상대적으로쉬움
 신경망처럼지역 최적값에빠지는일이없음
 학습시간이 차원에의존하지않으며 ȕƨɼȳƨț ʚɼǶƉȕ덕분에고정된
입력에만의존

 과적합이잘 조절되는경향
 많은분야에서 신경망및기타알고리즘과필적하는 성능
 데이터가작은 조건이나고차원공간에서도잘일반화

ࣩ
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단점

 노이즈에민감: 비교적 적은 수의 잘못된 țŗſƨț로성능이
심각하게악화

 커널함수의 선택ࣩ구축하는방법에대한정리된원칙이없음
 ǫ˦ɱƨɼɱŗɼŗȭƨʚƨɼ *의적정값을정하기위한원칙이 없음
 컴퓨터의메모리와계산시간측면에서비용이높은 편이며
ȭʯțʚǶƉțŗʌʌ에서 더욱더심화됨

ࣩ

Cost ←

max.marsin.hurd SUM → linearI y separate
Soft Sun → 완화

.

⑦

0-cconor-ccng
다른 알고리즘 .

• mont
.

E-이 Support vector 개수 .

-항상들고다녀야할
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.
→ 5.V들하고 kernel로 전부비교
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 ए,ǫŗɱ   óɱŗɼʌƨ �ƨɼȳƨț ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨʌऐ ɄǑ ,ࣖ $ǶʌǫɄɱࣗ âŗʚʚƨɼȳ
éƨƉɄǖȳǶʚǶɄȳ ŗȳƕ ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨ �ƨŗɼȳǶȳǖ

 ए,ǫŗɱ   óʯɱɱɄɼʚ ĬƨƉʚɄɼ ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨʌऐ ɄǑ �ࣖ eƨɼɄȳࣗ pŗȳƕʌࣽ¶ȳ
¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨ �ƨŗɼȳǶȳǖ ˝Ƕʚǫ óƉǶȕǶʚࣽ�ƨŗɼȳࣗ �ƨɼŗʌ  ÿƨȳʌɄɼbțɄ˝

 ए,ǫŗɱ   ,Ʉȳ˙ƨ˥ ¶ɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ âɼɄſțƨȭʌऐࣗ ए,ǫŗɱ   6ʯŗțǶʚ˦ऐ ɄǑ óࣖ
$Ʉ˦ƕࣗ ,Ʉȳ˙ƨ˥ ¶ɱʚǶȭǶ˲ŗʚǶɄȳ

 ए�ƨƉʚʯɼƨ   óʯɱɱɄɼʚ ĬƨƉʚɄɼ ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨʌऐ ɄǑ �˝ŗȳǖ yț �Ƕȭࣗ ¡ŗƉǫǶȳƨ
�ƨŗɼȳǶȳǖ ࣱ࣯
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